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(a) Previous multi-stage pipeline (b) Our one-stage pipeline

Figure 1. A comparison of existing whole-body mesh recovery methods and ours. Most existing methods leverage a multi-stage pipeline
which uses separate expert models to process body component (e.g., E1: HeadNet, E2: HandNet, E3: BodyNet) and fuse them to get the
whole-body prediction in a copy-paste manner. The result (from [36]) produces unnatural wrist poses. In contrast, our pipeline is a neat
one-stage framework with a single encoder-decoder and can predict more accurately with natural meshes.

Abstract

Whole-body mesh recovery aims to estimate the 3D hu-
man body, face, and hands parameters from a single im-
age. It is challenging to perform this task with a single
network due to resolution issues, i.e., the face and hands
are usually located in extremely small regions. Existing
works usually detect hands and faces, enlarge their reso-
lution to feed in a specific network to predict the parameter,
and finally fuse the results. While this copy-paste pipeline
can capture the fine-grained details of the face and hands,
the connections between different parts cannot be easily re-
covered in late fusion, leading to implausible 3D rotation
and unnatural pose. In this work, we propose a one-stage
pipeline for expressive whole-body mesh recovery, named
OSX, without separate networks for each part. Specifically,
we design a Component Aware Transformer (CAT) com-
posed of a global body encoder and a local face/hand de-
coder. The encoder predicts the body parameters and pro-
vides a high-quality feature map for the decoder, which per-
forms a feature-level upsample-crop scheme to extract high-
resolution part-specific features and adopt keypoint-guided

deformable attention to estimate hand and face precisely.
The whole pipeline is simple yet effective without any man-
ual post-processing and naturally avoids implausible pre-
diction. Comprehensive experiments demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of OSX. Lastly, we build a large-scale Upper-Body
dataset (UBody) with high-quality 2D and 3D whole-body
annotations. It contains persons with partially visible bod-
ies in diverse real-life scenarios to bridge the gap between
the basic task and downstream applications.

1. Introduction
Expressive whole-body mesh recovery aims to jointly es-

timate the 3D human body poses, hand gestures, and fa-
cial expressions from monocular images. It is gaining in-
creasing attention due to recent advancements in whole-
body parametric models (e.g., SMPL-X [37]). This task is a
key step in modeling human behaviors and has many appli-
cations, e.g., motion capture, human-computer interaction.
Previous research focus on individual tasks of reconstruct-
ing human body [9, 21, 25, 44, 48, 49], face [2, 10, 12, 43],
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or hand [4, 8, 16]. However, whole body mesh recovery is
particularly challenging as it requires accurate estimation of
each part and natural connections between them.

Existing learning-based works [13, 29, 36, 41, 51] use
multi-stage pipelines for body, hand, and face estimation
to achieve the goal of this task. As depicted in Figure 1(a),
these methods typically detect different body parts, crop and
resize each region, and feed them into separate expert mod-
els to estimate the parameters of each part. The multi-stage
pipeline with different estimators for body, hand, and face
results in a complicated system with a large computational
complexity. Moreover, the blocked communications among
different components inevitably cause incompatible config-
urations, unnatural articulation of the mesh, and implau-
sible 3D wrist rotations as they cannot obtain informative
and consistent clues from other components. Some meth-
ods [13,29,51] attempt to alleviate these issues by designing
additional complicated integration schemes or elbow-twist
compensation fusion among individual body parts. How-
ever, these approaches can be regarded as a late fusion strat-
egy and thus have limited ability to enhance each other and
correct implausible predictions.

In this work, we propose a one-stage framework named
OSX for 3D whole-body mesh recovery, as shown in Fig-
ure 1(b), which does not require separate networks for each
part. Inspired by recent advancements in Vision Transform-
ers [11, 47], which are effective in capturing spatial infor-
mation in a plain architecture, we design our pipeline as a
component-aware Transformer (CAT) composed of a global
body encoder and a local component-specific decoder. The
encoder equipped with body tokens as inputs captures the
global correlation, predicts the body parameters, and si-
multaneously provides high-quality feature map for the de-
coder. The decoder utilizes a differentiable upsample-crop
scheme to extract part-specific high-resolution features and
adopt the keypoint-guided deformable attention to precisely
locate and estimate hand and face parameters. The proposed
pipeline is simple yet effective without any manual post-
processing. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
one-stage pipeline for 3D whole-body estimation. We con-
duct comprehensive experiments to investigate the effects
of the above designs and compare our method, with existing
works on three benchmarks. Results show that OSX outper-
forms the state-of-the-art (SOTA) [29] by 9.5% on AGORA,
7.8% on EHF, and 13.4% on the body-only 3DPW dataset.

In addition, existing popular benchmarks, as illustrated
in the first row of Figure 2, are either indoor single-person
scenes with limited images (e.g., EHF [37]) or outdoor syn-
thetic scenes (e.g., AGORA [35]), where the people are of-
ten too far from the camera and the hands and faces are fre-
quently obscured. In fact, human pose estimation and mesh
recovery is a fundamental task that benefits many down-
stream applications, such as sign language recognition, ges-

ture generation, and human-computer interaction. Many
scenarios, such as talk shows and online classes, are of vital
importance to our daily life yet under-explored. In such sce-
narios, the upper body is a major focus, whereas the hand
and face are essential for analysis. To address this issue, we
build a large-scale upper-body dataset with fifteen human-
centric real-life scenes, as shown in Figure 2(f) to (t). This
dataset contains many unseen poses, diverse appearances,
heavy truncation, interaction, and abrupt shot changes,
which are quite different from previous datasets. Accord-
ingly, we design a systematical annotation pipeline and pro-
vide precise 2D whole-body keypoint and 3D whole-body
mesh annotations. With this dataset, we perform a compre-
hensive benchmarking of existing whole-body estimators.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows.

• We propose a one-stage pipeline, OSX, for 3D whole-
body mesh recovery, which can regress the SMPL-X
parameters in a simple yet effective manner.

• Despite the conceptual simplicity of our one-stage
framework, it achieves the new state of the art on three
popular benchmarks.

• We build a large-scale upper-body dataset, UBody, to
bridge the gap between the basic task and downstream
applications and provide precise annotations, with
which we conduct benchmarking of existing methods.
We hope UBody can inspire new research topics.

2. Related Work
2.1. Methods of Whole-body Mesh Recovery

Whole-body mesh recovery targets to localize mesh ver-
tices of all human components, including body, hands, and
face from monocular images. Most previous works focus
only on individual hand [4, 8, 16], face [2, 10, 12, 43], and
body [23–25, 44, 48] reconstruction. In contrast, the joint
whole-body estimation methods are less addressed. Some
optimization-based works reconstruct 3D bodies by fitting
the detected 2D keypoints from images with additional con-
straints, but they are slow and prone to local optima [37,46].
Thanks to the whole-body parametric model (e.g., SMPL-
X [37]), learning-based models [13, 36, 41, 42, 54] emerge
to train networks to predict expressive body pose, shape,
hand gesture, and facial expression. Due to the low resolu-
tion of hands and face, these whole-body methods crop and
resize the hands and face images to higher resolutions and
feed them into separate expert networks to conduct the cor-
responding parameter regression. Specifically, ExPose [36]
introduces body-driven attention for higher-resolution crops
of the face and hand estimation, a dedicated refinement
module, and part-specific knowledge from existing hand-
only and face-only datasets. FrankMocap [41] presents a
regression-and-integration method to build a fast and accu-
rate system. PIXIE [13] produces animatable whole body
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Figure 2. Illustration of five previous datasets (from (a) to (e)) and the proposed Upper Body Dataset (from (f) to (t)) with fifteen real-life
scenes. UBody bridges the gap between the basic 3D whole-body estimation task and downstream tasks with highly expressive actions.

with realistic facial details via a moderator to fuse body
part features adaptively. Recently, Hand4Whole [29] uti-
lizes both body and hand joint features for accurate 3D wrist
rotation and smooth connection between body and hands.

Nevertheless, these methods aim at high performance by
using separate networks in a divide-and-conquer fashion for
different components and a specific fusion module to paste
them together. The multi-stage pipelines lead to high com-
plexity and inevitably cause inconsistent and unnatural ar-
ticulation of the mesh and implausible 3D wrist rotations,
especially in occluded, truncated, and blurry contexts. Un-
til now, one-stage methods in this task are unexplored.

2.2. Benchmarks of Expressive Body

Some datasets with parametric model annotations [5,
17, 20, 30, 35, 37, 45] have been developed to advance the
field. Table 1 summarizes these datasets from the annota-
tion type, size, scene diversity, etc. To be specific, EHF [37]
is the first evaluation dataset for SMPL-X-based models,
which is built by capturing 3D body shapes with a scanning
system and then fitting the SMPL-X model to the scans.
AGORA [35] is a synthetic dataset with high realism and
accurate ground truth, which is by far the most commonly
used test data due to the diversity of subjects, environments,
clothes, and occlusions. Notably, people in AGORA are
often far from the camera, and their hands and face are ob-
scured and have small resolutions, making existing methods
focus more on body rather than hand and face estimation.

Since marker-based 3D mocap labels are hard to obtain,
there are a few annotation methods [13,30,33,37,38,40] for
high-precision labeling for both monocular indoor and out-

door scenes. FBA [40] emphasizes the severe failure cases
of existing body recovery methods on consumer video data
due to unusual camera viewpoints and aggressive trunca-
tions. They annotate pseudo 2D body keypoints and SMPL
annotations via HMR [21] on 13k frames across four ac-
tion recognition datasets. Multi-shot-AVA [38] also argues
that data from edited media, like movies with rich appear-
ances, interactions between humans, and various temporal
contexts, is valuable. They apply the proposed multi-shot
optimization on AVA [14] to get pseudo 3D ground truth.
Interestingly, a body recovery benchmark [34] finds that
simply using the 2D COCO dataset with pseudo-3D labels
can surprisingly achieve a better performance and general-
ization ability. To complement these prior datasets and fo-
cus on expressive body recovery, we construct a new bench-
mark with high-quality 2D and 3D whole-body annotations.

3. Method

3.1. Motivation

A one-stage framework is vital to simplify the cumber-
some processes without hand-craft and complex integra-
tion designs. However, translating from multi-stage meth-
ods directly to a one-stage method is nontrivial. We take
the present state-of-the-art method Hand4Whole [29] as an
example to perform some preliminary studies on bringing
the gap between the multi-stage method and one-stage ap-
proach. On the one hand, we replace its separate backbones
with a shared backbone for all human components. On the
other hand, we explore different crop-and-resize image res-
olutions for the hands and face, as they usually have small
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Type Dataset #Frames Scenes Multi
Person

In-the-
wild

Upper
Body Video Annotation

Type
Annotation

Source

Rendered AGORA [35] 17K Daily Y N N N SMPL-X [35]

Marker/Sensor-
based MoCap

Human3.6M [17] 3.6M Daily N N N Y SMPL-X [30]
3DPW [45] > 51K Daily Y Y N Y SMPL-X [30]

Marker-less
Multi-view

MoCap

MPI-INF-3DHP [28] > 1.3M Daily N Y N Y SMPL-X [30]
EHF [37] 0.1K Daily N N N N SMPL-X [37]
ZJU-MoCap [39] ≥ 237K Daily N N N Y SMPL-X [1]

Pseudo-
3D Labels

PennAction [53] 77K Fitness N Y N Y SMPL [52]
MSCOCO [27] 200K Daily Y Y N N SMPL-X [30]
COCO-Wholebody [18] 200K Daily Y Y N N 2D KPT [18]
MPII [3] 25K Daily Y Y N N SMPL-X [30]
MTP [32] 3.8K Daily N Y N N SMPL-X [32]
FBA [40] 13K Vlog&Cook&Daily Y Y N Y SMPL [40]
Multi-shot-AVA [38] 350K Movie Y Y N Y SMPL [38]

UBody (Ours) >1051K Real-life Scenes Y Y Y Y SMPL-X&2D KPT Ours

Table 1. Comparison of related datasets. UBody is a large-scale upper-body dataset with high-precision whole-body annotations.

Method AGORA-val EHF

Hand Face All Hand Face All

Ori. 73.3 81.4 183.8 42.7 25.7 77.5
Ori.+1/4 Hand 75.7 80.8 183.0 50.9 24.8 78.5
Ori.+1/4 Face 73.2 81.8 184.0 41.3 24.2 77.0

Share Backbone 81.1 91.0 202.3 55.5 33.5 84.7
Share+1/4 Hand 77.4 86.1 188.6 57.0 25.8 84.8
Share+1/4 Face 79.5 85.0 196.7 57.8 24.4 82.5

Table 2. A preliminary study on the effect of different component
scales and share backbone for all components’ feature extraction.

image resolutions.
Table 2 shows that, when we transition from the origi-

nal setup (Ori.) to a shared backbone (Share Backbone), all
recovery errors are severely deteriorated on two datasets.
Specifically, MPVPE increases from 183.8mm to 202.3mm
(a 10.1% drop) on AGORA [35], and from 77.5mm to
84.7mm (a 9.3% drop) on EHF for all components (All).
These results indicate that extracting the multi-component
whole-body features with a shared backbone is difficult.
Notably, the hand estimation performance deteriorates by
30.0% on EHF. Based on the results of different resolu-
tions, we summarize some interesting observations as fol-
lows: (i) Overall, changing the resolution of the hand re-
sults in a larger performance drop than the face on EHF;
(ii) When not sharing a backbone, the results are generally
worse with smaller input resolutions of the hands and face.

3.2. Building Component Aware Transformer

As an attempt to break the above status quo, we propose
a one-stage framework with a vision transformer encoder
and decoder for expressive full-body mesh recovery, named
OSX. It is simple in design and effective in full-body mesh
prediction, as we will demonstrate later. We hope it can
serve as a baseline for future one-stage methods. Given a
human image I ∈ RH×W×3, our component-aware Trans-

former (CAT) estimates the corresponding body, hand, and
face parameters P̂ = {P̂body, P̂lhand, P̂rhand, P̂face} and
then feed them into a SMPL-X layer [37] to obtain the fi-
nal 3D whole-body human mesh. Specifically, P̂body con-
tains 3D body joint rotation θbody ∈ R22×3, body shape
β ∈ R10, and 3D global translation t ∈ R3. For P̂lhand

and P̂rhand, they have 3D left and right hand joint rotation
θlhand ∈ R15×3 and θrhand ∈ R15×3, respectively. P̂face

consists of 3D jaw rotation θface ∈ R3 and facial expres-
sion ϕ ∈ R10. Our training target is to minimize the dis-
tance between the recovered parameters P̂ and the ground-
truth parameters P . As shown in Figure 3, the proposed
CAT consists of a component-aware encoder to capture the
global correlation and extract high-quality multi-scale fea-
ture, and a component-aware decoder to strengthen the hand
and face regression via an up-sampling strategy to obtain
higher-resolution feature maps.

3.3. Body Regression via Global Encoder

In the component-aware encoder, the human image I

is split into fixed-size image patches P ∈ R
HW
M2 ×(M2×3),

where M is the patch size. The patches P are then lin-
early projected by a convolution layer and added with po-
sition embeddings Pe ∈ R

HW
M2 ×C to obtain a sequence of

feature tokens Tf ∈ R
HW
M2 ×C . To explicitly leverage the

body prior and learn the body information in the encoder,
we concatenate the feature token Tf with the body tokens
Tb ∈ RB×C , which are learnable parameters. The con-
catenated tokens are then fed into a standard Transformer
encoder with multiple Transformer blocks [11]. Each block
consists of a multi-head self-attention, a feed-forward net-
work (FFN), and two layer normalization. After the global
feature fusion, the body tokens and image feature tokens
are updated into Tb

′ ∈ RB×C and Tf
′ ∈ R

HW
M2 ×C . Fi-

nally, we use several fully connected layers to regress the
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Figure 3. The overview of the proposed one-stage framework (OSX) with component-aware transformer. It includes (a) a component-aware
Transformer encoder and (b) a component-aware Transformer decoder.

body parameters P̂body = {θbody, β, t} based on Tb
′.

3.4. High-Resolution Decoder for Hand and Face

Up-sampling for multi-scale high-resolution features.
Since the hands and face in a human image are usually
small, previous methods upsample the human image and
crop out the hands and face to obtain higher-resolution im-
ages. However, this image-level upsampling-crop scheme
requires additional backbones to extract the hand and face
features separately. To solve this problem, we propose a
differentiable feature-level upsampling-crop strategy to en-
hance the hands and face regression process as inspired by
the recent ViTDet [26]. Specifically, we reshape the fea-
ture tokens Tf

′ into a feature map and upsample it into
multiple higher-resolution features Thr via deconvolution
layers. Then, since decoding the hand and face component
information from the full feature map inevitably leads to re-
dundant computation and makes the computation process
inefficient, we perform differentiable RoIAlign [15] on the
feature maps and crop out multi-scale hand feature maps
Thand and face feature maps Tface, according to the pre-
dicted hand and face bounding boxes, which are regressed
from Tf

′ using FFNs. The up-sampling and decoding pro-
cesses for hand and face components are the same, and
we illustrate the case of hand parameter regression in de-
tail in Figure 3(b). The cropped multi-scale hand features
can be represented as Thand = {Flr, ...,Fhr}. The low-
resolution feature Flr ∈ RH′

M ×W ′
M ×C is cropped from the

original low-resolution feature map, where H ′ and W ′ are
the height and width of hand image patches. Fhr is the

highest-resolution feature. The cropped multi-scale features
then serve as memory tokens V for the keypoint-guided
component-aware decoder. To relieve the computational
pressure, we reduce the token dimension from C to C ′ in
the component-aware decoder, where C ′ = C/2.
Keypoint-guided deformable attention decoder. To im-
prove the precision of hand and face parameter regression,
we leverage 2D keypoint positions as prior knowledge to
obtain better component tokens Tc than random initializa-
tion. We simply use the feature map Flr to regress each
2D keypoint to trade off accuracy and efficiency and re-
gard it as a reference keypoint. The input Tc ∈ RK×C′

of
the decoder, which we call the keypoint-guided component
tokens, is obtained by summing up reference keypoint fea-
ture, pose positional embedding, and learnable embeddings.
We then pass the keypoint-guided component token through
N deformable attention blocks as inspired by deformable
DETR [55]. To relieve the issue of looking over all possible
spatial locations, these blocks learn a small set of sampling
points (e.g., four here) around the reference keypoint and
further enlarge the feature spatial resolution while maintain-
ing computational efficiency compared to vanilla DETR [7].
Each block is composed of a multi-head self-attention layer,
a multi-scale deformable cross-attention layer, and FFNs.
In the deformable cross-attention layer, keypoint queries Q
extract features from the elements of multi-scale features V
around the position of keypoints pq:

CA(Q,V, pq) =

L∑
l=1

K∑
k=1

AlqkWVl(ϕl(pq)+∆plqk), (1)
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Figure 4. Illustration of the annotation pipeline of UBody. Black lines show the annotation process of 2D whole-body keypoints, and blue
lines are the 3D SMPL-X annotation procedure. Red dotted lines mean to update the information.

OpenPose MediaPipe ViT-WholeBody Ours Image NeuralAnnot Ours
(a) 2D Keypoints Annotation (b) 3D Mesh Annotation

Figure 5. Comparisons of (a) the 2D keypoints annotation quality of wildly used methods [6,50] and recent SOTA [47] on UBody (the left
part), and (b) the 3D mesh annotation quality of previous SOTA [30] with ours on COCO (the right part).

where l and k index the feature level and keys, A and W are
attention weight and learnable parameter. ϕ(·) and ∆p are
position rescaling and offset. After that, the updated com-
ponent tokens Tc

′ ∈ RK×C′
will be fed into hand or face

regression head to output the final hand or face parameters
(P̂lhand, P̂rhand, P̂face), respectively.
Loss Function. OSX is trained in an end-to-end manner by
minimizing the following loss function:

L = Lsmplx + Lkpt3D + Lkpt2D + Lbbox2D. (2)

The four items are calculated as the L1 distance between
the ground truth values and the predicted ones. Specifically,
Lsmplx provides the explicit supervision of the SMPL-X
parameters. Lkpt3D, Lkpt2D, and Lbbox2D are regression
losses for 3D whole-body keypoints, projected 2D whole-
body keypoints, and left/right hands and face 2D bounding
boxes. More details are provided in the Appendix.

4. UBody–An Upper Body Dataset
3D whole-body mesh recovery from videos is a basic

computer vision task, where it can provide comprehensive
motion, gesture, and expression information to understand
how humans perceive and act. However, existing datasets
lack scenes of downstream tasks, such as sign language
recognition, gesture generation, emotion recognition, and
real-life scenarios recorded as VLOGs, making recent state-

of-the-art methods hard to generalize well on these scenes.
Interestingly, these scenarios are more concerned with the
representations of upper bodies. We take this insight and
present a novel large-scale benchmark for the expressive
upper body mesh recovery as shown in Figure 2(f) to (t),
named UBody. Our annotation pipeline is in Figure 4. Due
to the page limit, we put the data collection, data annotation
processes, and annotation visualization in Appendix.

4.1. Quality Analysis

Our annotation pipeline produces far better 3D pseudo-
GT fits with a shorter running time than the previous
optimization-based and learning-based methods [13, 20, 30,
37, 38]. Figure 5(a) compares our 2D annotation results
with the two wildly used annotation methods (OpenPose [6]
and MediaPipe [50]). The quality of our 2D annotations
is much more accurate, especially in terms of hand details
and the robustness of occlusion and blur. Figure 5(b) com-
pares the 3D annotation of ours with the SOTA NeuralAn-
not method [30] on COCO. The quality of our approach is
also better for the naked eye in terms of the fit of the body
shape and the whole-body poses.

4.2. Data Characteristics

Compared to the popular datasets illustrated in Figure 2
(a) to (e) and the related human-centric datasets listed in
Table 1, UBody possesses unique features that present new
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Figure 6. The statistical comparisons of the areas of the hand and
face bounding boxes (upper row) and the number of 2D visible
hand and face keypoints (lower row) with the logarithmic scale of
the Y-axis. UBody focuses on upper bodies exhibiting expressive
gestures and facial expressions.

challenges for future research. Many videos are from edited
media with highly diverse scenes and rich human actions
and gestures. They have abrupt shot changes and dynamic
camera viewpoints, leading to discontinuities between the
frames. Close-up shots of humans cause severe truncation,
making existing methods tend to fail. Meanwhile, they have
varying degrees of interaction with objects and body com-
ponents, subtitles, and special effects as occluded scenes.
Also, there are high variations in background and light.
Those conditions have not appeared in previous datasets.
All scenes in UBody have rich hand gestures and facial
expressions, making the recognition models pay more at-
tention to these important body components. Lastly, all
of these real-life videos provide audio as additional infor-
mation to serve future multi-modality methods. We also
provide statistical comparisons between the key features of
UBody and the wildly used dataset AGORA [35] in Fig-
ure 6. AGORA’s hand/face bounding box area is generally
small, while UBody pays more attention to diverse hand and
face scales as evidenced by its more dispersed area distribu-
tion. Meanwhile, UBody has more visible face/hand key-
points, underscoring the importance of recognizing hand
gestures and facial expressions. Lastly, UBody’s inclusion
of real-life videos provides new possibilities for subsequent
spatio-temporal modeling that are not available in AGORA,
which is an image-based dataset.

5. Experiment

5.1. Experimental Setup

Due to the page limit, we leave the detailed experiment
setup, implementation, annotation visualization, qualitative
comparison with SOTA methods, and more benchmark re-
sults and analyses in the appendix.
Datasets. We use COCO-Wholebody [18], MPII [3], and
Human3.6M [17] as the training set. Unlike previous multi-
stage methods [29, 36], we do not use additional hand-only

MPVPE (Hands): 38.46 mm MPVPE (Hands): 45.61 mmThe Input Image

Figure 7. Illustration of the inconsistency between quantitative and
qualitative results compared Hand4Whole [29] (the middle one)
with OSX (the right figure) on EHF.

and face-only datasets for training as a simple baseline for
a one-stage method. The SMPL/SMPL-X pseudo-GTs are
obtained from EFT [19] and NeuralAnnot [30].
Evaluation metrics. For 3D whole-body mesh recovery,
we utilize the mean per-vertex position error (MPVPE) as
our primary metric. In addition, we apply Procrustes Anal-
ysis (PA) to the recovered mesh, and report the PA-MPVPE
after rigid alignment. For AGORA, we also report normal-
ized mean vertex error (N-PMVPE) to compensate for miss-
ing detection. Hand error is calculated as the mean of the
left and right hands. For 3D body-only recovery on 3DPW,
we follow previous works [25, 48] to report the mean per
joint position error (MPJPE) and PA-MPJPE. All reported
errors are in units of millimeters.
Implementation details. OSX is implemented in Pytorch
and trained using the Adam optimizer with an initial learn-
ing rate of 1×10−4 for 14 epochs. Scaling, rotation, random
horizontal flip, and color jittering are used as data augmen-
tations during training. We set the number of body tokens
Tb and component tokens Tc to 27 and 92, respectively.

5.2. Comparisons with Existing Methods

Table 3 provides a comprehensive comparison of OSX
and existing whole-body mesh recovery methods. As the
first one-stage method, OSX surpasses existing multi-stage
models with complex designs in most cases. Notably,
OSX has not been trained on hand-only and face-only
datasets [22, 31, 56]. Our All MPVPEs show a 9.5% im-
provement on AGORA test set and 7.8% improvement on
EHF than SOTA [29]. Since AGORA is a more complex
and natural dataset than EHF, previous works [29,35] claim
it is more convincing and representative of real-world sce-
narios. We also visualize the misleading high-error cases
on EHF in Figure 7. Besides, we obtain a SOTA perfor-
mance on the body-only dataset, 3DPW, with a 13.4% error
reduction compared to these whole-body methods. More
qualitative results are available in the appendix.

5.3. Ablation Study
Impact of the component-aware decoder. Unlike body-
only pose estimation, whole-body mesh recovery requires
attention to both the body’s posture, which is on a larger
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Method

AGORA-test EHF 3DPW

MPVPE ↓ N-MPVPE ↓ MPVPE ↓ PA-MPVPE ↓ MPJPE ↓ PA-MPJPE ↓
All Hands Face All Body All Hands Face All Hands Face Body Body

ExPose [36] 217.3 73.1 51.1 265.0 184.8 77.1 51.6 35.0 54.5 12.8 5.8 93.4 60.7
FrankMocap [41] - 55.2 - - 207.8 107.6 42.8 - 57.5 12.6 - 96.7 61.9
PIXIE [13] 191.8 49.3 50.2 233.9 173.4 89.2 42.8 32.7 55.0 11.1 4.6 91.0 61.3
Hand4Whole [29] - - - - - 79.2 43.2 25.0 53.1 12.1 5.8 - -
Hand4Whole [29]× 135.5 47.2 41.6 144.1 96.0 76.8 39.8 26.1 50.3 10.8 5.8 86.6 54.4

OSX (Ours) 122.8↓9.5% 45.7 36.2 130.6 85.3 70.8↓7.8% 53.7 26.4 48.7 15.9 6.0 74.7↓13.4% 45.1

Table 3. 3D body reconstruction error comparisons on three existing datasets. × uses additional hand-only and face-only training datasets.

Hand Ours w/o H.D. w/o K.G w/o both

MPVPE 53.7 55.3 55.1 56.4
PA-MPVPE 15.9 17.7 17.6 18.1

Face Ours w/o F.D. w/o K.G w/o both

MPVPE 26.4 27.2 26.4 26.8
PA-MPVPE 6.0 5.9 5.8 6.0

Upsampling × 1 × 2 × 4 × 8

MPVPE 54.9 54.3 53.7 54.1

Table 4. Ablation study of component-aware decoder on
EHF with H.D., F.D., K.G, and upsampling strategies.
H.D., F.D., and K.G are abbreviations for Hand Decoder,
Face Decoder and Keypoint-Guided scheme.

Method
MPVPE ↓ PA-MPVPE ↓ PA-MPJPE ↓

All Hand Face All Hand Face Body Hand

ExPose [36] 171.5 83.7 45.1 66.9 12.0 3.9 70.7 12.3
PIXIE [13] 168.4 55.6 45.2 61.7 12.2 4.2 66.8 12.3
Hand4Whole [29] 104.1 45.7 27.0 44.8 8.9 2.8 45.5 9.0
Hand4Whole [29]× 157.4 62.2 49.8 82.2 9.8 3.9 92.8 10.0

OSX (Ours) 92.4 47.7 24.9 42.4 10.8 2.4 42.9 11.0
OSX (Ours)† 81.9 41.5 21.2 42.2 8.6 2.0 48.4 8.8

Table 5. Reconstruction errors on UBody test set on the intra-scene protocol.
All models are pretrained on previous datasets, except for the results labeled by
(i) †: finetuned on the UBody training data; (ii) ×: finetuned on the AGORA
training data. The result of the inter-scene setting is in the appendix.

spatial scale, and the gesture and expression of the hands
and face, which are on a finer scale. To handle the resolution
issue in a one-stage pipeline, we propose the component-
aware decoder attached to the component-aware encoder.
First, in the upper Table 4, we verify the effectiveness of the
proposed decoder for both hand and face regression. We
can observe a significant drop without the decoder (e.g.,
w/o H.D. and w/o F.D., indicating that simply regressing
the low-resolution hand and face directly from the encoder
is inferior. Moreover, the errors will also increase without
the proposed keypoint-guided deformable attention scheme,
as shown in the medium Table 4. In particular, the perfor-
mance of the hand estimation is highly influenced, showing
that hand pose estimation attends more to the sparsely de-
formable spatial information to obtain better queries.
Impact of the up-sampling strategy. To relieve the low-
resolution problem of hand and facial features, we design
the feature up-sampling strategy in the decoder to obtain
multi-scale higher-resolution features. The lower Table 4
presents the impact of different up-sampling scale. As
the up-sampling scale increases, the MPVPE decreases and
then reaches a saturation point. Therefore, we use three
scales (i.e., [×1,×2,×4]) by default in our experiments.

5.4. Benchmark on UBody
As a new dataset, we provide both quantitative and qual-

itative results on UBody. Table 5 presents the performance
comparisons of existing 3D whole-body methods. The gen-
eral result ranking is similar to AGORA. Since the upper
body is closer to the camera, their errors will be smaller
than AGORA. However, the hand and face will play a more
important role than previous data. Besides, we finetune

Hand4Whole on AGORA and test again, and we find all
errors are significantly enlarged. This observation can be
attributed to the data distribution gap between AGORA and
UBody, as shown in Figure 6. Moreover, we train OSX on
our train set and find a 16.1% improvement compared to the
original pretrained model, indicating that UBody can serve
to improve the performance on downstream real-life scenes.

6. Conclusion
In this work, we propose the first one-stage pipeline for

3D whole-body mesh recovery that achieves SOTA perfor-
mance on three benchmarks in a simple yet effective man-
ner. Moreover, to bridge the gap between the basic task of
full-body pose and shape estimation and their downstream
tasks, we develop a large-scale dataset with comprehensive
scenes covering our daily life. With our proposed anno-
tation method, we show that training on UBody can effec-
tively improve the performance of mesh recovery in upper-
body scenes. We hope this work can contribute new insights
to this area, both in terms of methodology and dataset.
Limitation and future work. Currently, our training does
not use additional hand and face-specific datasets. It is
worth studying how to make the best use of them in our
pipeline to further improve performance. Also, we can val-
idate the effectiveness of UBody on some downstream ap-
plications, e.g., gesture recognition, driving avatar.
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